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Growing rich in the right values

There is no tree out there where money grows for every whim or need, and
that is why it is so important to teach my girls values such as thrift, hard work
and good-heartedness
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The more you learn, the more you earn.

My husband Jim and I tout this often enough that both of our daughters, Happy and

Bee, are likely to finish the mantra before it rolls off our tongues.

Learning goes way beyond the classroom in our minds, and earning includes

monetary, intellectual and emotional fulfilment; yet the question we ponder, like so

many parents, is how to ensure our daughters understand the necessity of hard work

and "saving for a rainy day", which my father constantly chanted when I was a child.

Jim had a job in a little grocery store when he was a teenager, packing groceries and

occasionally working as a cashier.

"I understood quickly that I had to get to work on time, get my tasks done properly and

work hard in order to be paid. I know people who ended up miserable, at least partly

because they never quite understood money," he likes to remind our girls.

I recall balancing stacks of plates on my arms while working as a waitress in the

summers during my university days to make extra spending money for the new year.
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Although the job was not at all exciting (save for the gossip) and the uniform was

made of itchy polyester, I learnt patience and attention to detail (and never to say

anything nasty to the wait staff, lest the waiter alerts the cook, who, for certain, will

do all sorts of ungodly things to your food).

When I slogged like a Trojan, while remaining as cheerful as a sprite, I could earn more

than US$100 daily in tips.

When Jim encouraged (actually decreed) Happy to find a job, she suggested teaching

Mandarin.

So for more than a year now, Happy, 16, has worked as a Mandarin tutor to two young

girls, Ying and Xuan. Perhaps our emphasis on doing what she loves to bring

fulfilment could be bearing fruit.

Our daughters do chores, helping with dinner, clearing the table, washing dishes and

keeping their rooms neat to "earn" their pocket money for school lunches.

We give two weeks of earned lunch money to Happy ($2 a day), and one week to Bee,

in advance so they may budget for a short span of time.

Bee learnt the hard way to better manage her finances after going through a week's

worth of lunch money in only three days, then having to take from her own piggy

bank to cover the shortfall.

These days, older and wiser, she frequently carries snacks from home to save "her"

money.

Since they were both very young, Happy and Bee have had little banks to store various

currencies, mostly leftover tokens from our family adventures.

Some recommend a clear jar over the proverbial piggy bank, allowing children an easy

visual of bills and coins. No matter the container, understanding currency values is a

life skill some never learn.

When my children review their monthly junior savings accounts' statements, Bee is

consistently disappointed by the small amount of interest her money has earned.

"Show me the money!" she shouts.
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When either receives a red packet from an aunt, they eagerly go to the bank, aiming to

accrue more than the sister. Good old competition can be golden for learning and

earning.

When appropriate, I educate Happy and Bee on costs - something my parents did not

do.

I am not slighting my hard-working, middle-class parents; likely they thought that, as

a child, I should not be burdened with grown-up issues. This, predictably, led me to

push my children to have a proper perspective on life and costs.

Whether it is the amount of a Starbucks Frappuccino ("this is almost triple your lunch

money," I lament), a theatre ticket or even a grocery receipt, I want them to

comprehend fully that there is no tree out back where money grows for every whim,

want, desire or even need.

When I entered university, I naively thought we would all graduate and eventually

make US$100,000.

In contrast, Happy these days, perhaps as she thinks about her future, is particularly

interested in salaries. "How much do you think a director makes? A bus driver? A

patent lawyer?" she quizzes.

We try to encourage self-motivation, not monetary rewards. We have yet to explore

paying for good grades, since Happy and Bee are driven - but I am not above it, if need

be.

Through our own actions, we hope to display our solid work ethics, with Jim's

investments and speeches, and with my recently launched memoir Don't Call Me Mrs

Rogers and ongoing volunteer and board commitments.

Just as we teach our children values - to be honest and

trustworthy - we also have to educate them on money values:

Just because we can spend $200 on a pair of sneakers does not

mean we should.
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But I often wonder, is it enough? We all know the universal adage of "the first

generation makes the money, the second generation maintains it and the third

generation squanders it". I want my girls to be driven, to follow their passions and to

work very, very hard to feed their hearts and souls.

Our lively dinner conversations lead us to discussions on how certain investments are

wiser than others, like education and travel over fancy homes and super cars.

Just as we teach our children values - to be honest and trustworthy - we also have to

educate them on money values: Just because we can spend $200 on a pair of sneakers

does not mean we should.

As I have mentioned before, Jim's weak spot is books: He will buy our daughters an

endless supply and I forgive him this fault.

Hoping to shape good-hearted children who are not hoarders ("plenty of wealthy are

not happy," I remind them), we ask the girls to share some of their Chinese New Year

hongbao with a charity and their schools, while the rest goes into savings.

For the past few years, Bee, on her own initiative, has donated a bit of her personal

money to the theatre company Wild Rice. Happy also split her monetary award from a

speaking contest between her school and the Singapore Children's Society, not

pocketing any for herself.

Former US president John F. Kennedy, nicely paraphrasing Bible scripture, said, "Of

those to whom much is given, much is required", and I concur.

Whether our children are living in a Housing Board flat or a condominium, there is

someone out there living on less. Teaching our children to extend a hand and help

another is of utmost importance - and a life skill not covered at school. Helping others

earns us a better world and learning to do that starts at home.

Get the ST Smart Parenting newsletter for expert advice. Visit the microsite for more.
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